West Kingdom Peerage Cloak Bid Form

Bids accepted August 23-September 29, 2019

- What Peerage cloak(s) are you submitting a bid for?
  - Pelican
  - Laurel
  - Order of Defense

- Sketch the Design: Please draw/sketch your Cloak/Cloaks in sufficient detail to assess it in comparison to others. Several rough sample shapes are attached for your use to sketch in your elements if desired. These are not mandatory - submit with your bid whatever best represents your bid!! Please make the sketches and drawn elements to-scale so that the rendering will look as much like the finished product as you are able. Draw in dimensions in inches/feet yards if you can. If you have pictures of similar elements from your other similar works or period pieces that inspired your bid, please include them.

- Materials: Be as specific as possible.
  - Describe the primary/outer fabric (weave, weight and fiber content):
  - Lining (if applicable, weave, weight and fiber content):
  - Thread (weight, fiber content):
  - Trim (if applicable, describe type, fiber content, means of attachment):
  - Clasps/Closures (describe type, material, means of attachment):
  - Any other distinctive element not covered above:

- Workmanship: Describe how the cloak(s) will be sewn and finished (i.e. machine sewn, visible or no visible machine stitching, type of stitch work, type of lining technique, type of trim, etc.)

- Experience: Please include a list of 3-5 previous projects that involved a similar level of workmanship or skill (not necessarily cloaks) such as clothing for yourself, friends, Royalty, etc.
Sample sketch templates: